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NEWSLETTER - OCTOBER 2011
PRESIDENT’S REPORT TO THE 2011 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
This year, 2011, has been
a very exciting and busy
year for the Nying Jey
Projects organisation.
In June, His Holiness the
Dalai Lama came to
Melbourne for teachings.
During his visit, I was able
to organise a meeting
with the current NJP
committee – a very special
and exciting moment for the committee members. His
Holiness expressed his thanks to the committee for the
wonderful work they do to improve the education
opportunities for the Tibetan children and asked us all
to keep up the good work.

the process was much easier, because every year we
are improving the organisation both in Australia and in
Tibet. There was some money left over because of a
very good exchange rate, and we gave this to the
students without sponsors, to encourage them to
continue going to school, until hopefully we find them a
sponsor.
On the same day, we also met with the scholarship
students and their families. Twenty five of our students
have now completed their studies and graduated.
Some of them came back to thank us. We gave out
money to the students, who are still studying, and
many new ones who are now just beginning their
studies. We now have 87 students being supported at
university or tertiary colleges by NJP.

During the last twelve months, we have increased the
number of sponsorships by 162. Over 100 of these are
sponsorships for students in Tibet and there are still
few applications to be finalised, so this number will
hopefully increase. The numbers of students receiving
tertiary scholarship has increased to 87, and many of
our university students have completed their courses
and graduated.

During the visit, I saw great enthusiasm from the
parents in Ganzi for sending their children to school. I
think this is partly because of the twice a year financial
help NJP is providing students. I think also the parents
see that we are offering scholarships for students who
can complete their secondary education. I am coming
more and more to the view that ensuring a good
education for the future of these young people is of the
greatest importance – even more important than the
work we do for the monks and nuns.

The increase in the sponsor numbers has mainly come
from the Sacred Footsteps Mandala Tour. The monks
were brought to Australia specially for the purpose of
promoting the sponsorship program, and it has been
wonderfully successful with so many sponsors coming
on board during the programs in NSW and Victoria.

In Ganzi, we were also able to provide money from the
NJP medical emergency fund for 5 people to help them
with their medical expenses.

Many new sponsorships have come from the website.
In August, I travelled again to Ganzi in east Tibet. Three
members of the NJP committee travelled with me. It
was a very successful and happy trip. We visited six of
our seven nunneries and gave the money to all the
nuns. The nuns were very glad to see us and showed us
wonderful hospitality. It means a lot to them to receive
these visits.
The Ganzi committee organised for the students to
come to town to meet us and receive their sponsor
money directly from us. We had many more children
this year because of the increase in sponsorship, but

Many thanks to the Nying Jey Projects committee for
all their hard work and commitment over the last year.
There have been some good changes and
improvements made to the organisation. This helps us
to keep our sponsors in the program, and keeps the
funds flowing where they are so needed. Most of the
committee has now been to Tibet and can really
understand the value of this work.
And lastly, thank you to all the sponsors who give so
generously to our students, nuns and monks. I wish you
all the best for a long and happy relationship with
Nying Jey Projects.
Geshe Sonam Thargye
September, 2011

NYING-JEY PROJECTS NEWS
THE MONKS HAVE GONE
After 6 months of travelling around New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia, the hard
working monks from India on the Roof of the World Mandala Tour (sponsored by Drol Kar
Buddhist Centre) have done their last sand mandala and returned to India. It was a very
successful tour and one by-product was over 150 new sponsorships for NJP. We are extremely
grateful to Sue Kirkwood, Sonam Rinchen, Sonam Kalsang and Kalsang Dhondup for all their
hard and months on the road.

WELCOME ALL NEW SPONSORS
The recent months have seen a number of new
sponsors join NJP. We hope that the process of
connecting to NJP has gone smoothly for you.
Most important is organising the sponsorship setup
as quickly as possible, and getting the funds flowing
to the people in need.
You will receive a welcome/information pack
shortly after your first payment, which will provide
the basic information about how it all works.
If you have any questions about your sponsorship,
please don’t hesitate to contact NJP via email or
give us a call. The NJP website has more
information.
We hope you have a long and rewarding
involvement with your sponsored student, nun or
monk.

Please Note:
The
Fundraising Dinner
planned for Spring has had to be postponed
until next year.
We apologise for any inconvenience
at this busy time.
STAY TUNED!

CURRENT STATISTICS
SPONSORED

NEEDING
SPONSORSHIP

TOTAL

STUDENTS

315

54

369

NUNS

168

20

188

MONKS

212

137

349

TOTAL

613

270

883

[September, 2011]

Currently sponsored students work with sons of
committee members to fill out student data sheets
during the recent visit by committee members.

Sponsorship Changed my Life
Interviews with Tertiary Students sponsored through NJP

Deyang
Deyang is a NJP-sponsored student at university in Beijing, majoring in Tibetan. Although majoring in Tibetan, her English
is very good. Deyang and Drolma were invaluable in translating to fill in the student data sheets on the recent Ganzi visit.

What was your life like before you started receiving sponsorship from Nying-Jey
Projects?
Before I get the sponsorship from Nying-Jey Projects my life is poor. You know
my parents are farmers and we have no person who will have a job and we are
4 children in my family and I’m the youngest one so I got the chance to go to
school. I got 2 older brothers and because of the school fee they dropped out
from school and became monks at Ganzi monastery – both of them – and my
older sister now get married with a person who is a farmer too. Before I get
sponsorship my life is a different. That’s all.
What difference has that sponsorship made to you and your family? What can
you do now?
Since I got the sponsorship it decreased the burden on my family. I am studying
in Beijing and the cost is very heavy. Its decreased the burden of my family.
What have you bought with the sponsorship money?
You know, Beijing is the capital of China and everything is very expensive, and I
use my sponsorship to buy the books and pay the levy fees and to buy
something to eat. Most of the money I use to study.
What do you want to do when you finish university?
In Tibet there is only a few people going to university and I know I’m lucky really and I know I have a responsibility to
study and repay the society. We know, everybody knows Tibet is very poor in the physical, in materials and after I finish
my university I still study the graduate and if I have the chance I will go abroad to study, to continue, then when I finish
the study I want to be a great teacher. You know my major is Tibetan language and literature, so I just want to be a
teacher and to improve Tibetan culture and to introduce it to all of the world. That’s my dream.
If you hadn’t received sponsorship from Nying-Jey Projects, what would you be doing with your life?
If I didn’t get the sponsorship then maybe I would lost my study maybe, but I think its impossible to study – my parents
are very support my study and they give me great hope. Maybe they would go to borrow the money from my relatives. In
short really I want to say thank you to all of members of Nying-Jey Projects. Because of your help my family does not have
to bankrupt itself. Thank you very much, really. I will never let you down and I will study harder and harder for all of you
and my parents.

Letter from Damchoe Drolma
Dear sponsors and donors. Hello from here in Tibet.
I am Damchoe Drolma who has received sponsorship from 2005 – 2009.
In 2005, I passed into South-West University. After I graduated in 2009, I found work in Serta County in Sichuan
Province.
I got a job teaching Tibetan language. Because of your help I got the opportunity to finish my studies.
Thank you so much for your help. I wish everyone great happiness.
Tashi delek. Sincerely Damchoe Drolma

Jampa Choetso
Jampa Choetso has been studying
Tibetan language for 3 years at the
South West University for
Nationalities, in Chengdu. She has
one more year to go.
Darren Fahroedin, NJP Vice-President
interviewed her in Ganzi, with Geshe
Sonam translating:

What was life like before being able to go to university?

She was worried about whether she had passed her exams well enough to enter university, and very worried about how to
get enough money to pay for tuition. Now after 3 years she is very happy and confident. When she finishes she will get a
job and help her mum and to help local society.

What do you hope to do when you finish?

A government job. She doesn’t know what kind of government job they will give her. Maybe in some local village in Ganzi
area. Its important to finish university to get a government job. Otherwise impossible to get a government job.

What would life have held if you didn’t go to university?

The best she could do would be to be a nun or a farmer. After university she has 100% chance of getting a job.

Would there have been any chance to go to university without the NJP sponsorship?

If you no give money for sponsorship, she has no chance to go to university, because her family is very poor.

Its lovely to be able to sponsor and help you complete your studies
From the bottom of her heart, Thank you so much.

Letter from Lhaga
Lhaga is a former university student who received a Nying-Jey Projects university scholarship. She is now
employed, as a result.
Lhaga studied for three years at She-bay University, studying Chinese and Tibetan languages.
This letter was given to Geshe Sonam by her father when he and some of the NJP committee visited Shinnay
village recently. Lhaga is from neighbouring Lhagote village. It was translated by Geshe Sonam and transcribed
by Darren Fahroedin.
Thank you to sponsor program
Dear Sponsor
Regarding your help to me to go to university, thank you so much.
I have now completed my course and was successful in my exams.
I am now living in a village called Zacheka village, similar to my home village, 300km away.
I have got a government job working there.
In future I really want to help the Tibetan people.
I request the Nying-Jey Projects committee to continue to assist people similar to me because it has been a
great help to get me to where I am now.
From the bottom of my heart, Thank You, Thank You, Thank You

Drolma
Drolma is a NJP-sponsored student in Beijing – 27 hours away by ‘hard seat’ on the train. Another student with great
English. Drolma helped with student photographs and translating to fill in the student data sheets on the recent Ganzi visit.
What was your life like before you started receiving sponsorship from Nying-Jey
Projects?

There have many pressures. You know my family is only a farmer. My parents are only
farmers and I have an old grandmother and then I have a younger brother. So he also
go to school, so just like that my family to support me and my brother to go to school
and to pay some, pay many, a lot of school fee – its a difficult thing, and when I go to
school I know I go to school then my parents have many difficulties so when I study
I’m not so happy. Yes just like that.
What difference has that sponsorship made to your life?

OK, there are many, many good things to me. One thing is your group helps me and
told me you should help others. When you can stand on your foot then you should help
others – that’s one thing. Another is when I study I’m so happy because my school fee
I can get from your group so I can study well and I think of my family I am feeling well
and I know they didn’t in order to pay my school fee, do hard work. And also I think,
now I get money to your group, when I get job I also like to help others.
What have you bought with the sponsorship money?

There are some ways to spend it. One way is to pay the school fee. One is to buy some books and like that. Its enough.
Really, really thanks.
What do you want to do when you finish university?

When I finish the university study I want to go to foreigner to study again and I want to get job in the foreigner just like in
your group then come back to Tibet and find some difficult student to contact to help them. I don’t want to work for the
government or something like that, I want to free and help others more.
If you hadn’t received sponsorship from Nying-Jey Projects, what would you be doing with your life?

It would be more trouble for my parents. I’m really thanks, really thanks…sponsor to me - it means we can improve our
Tibetan culture.

Letter from Tsering Yudron
Dear Geshe Sonam Thargye:
I am a student of Southwest nationality university who got your sponsorship.
Your good help likes the manna are moistening our heart and lets us continue our study. So let me represent all
schoolmates to you to say the sound of thanks
As we all know, our Tibet is sacred place, Not only because of the high mountain, beautiful scenery, but also
because of outstanding humanities culture. It also was pretty famous in the thousand years ago. Our ancestors
were powerful and we have large territory in the world. But now it is different. We satisfy the historical
achievement, between each other fill envious hatred and doesn’t know enterprising.
In the 21 century, everyone have realized the knowledge is the only way to save ourselves. and the people let
children go to school study. But in any way, we are very poor and it is not easy for us to pay the tuition.
However, your help lighten our burden and make a convenient for us, thanks again. We fell behind, now.
We know it is not an easy thing that you collect money for us, but you don’t care the hard and difficult. Thank
you. We will study harder and harder.
Best wishes!
Sincerely: Tsering Yudron 20th\ Aug \2011

Have you thought about Sponsoring a Tertiary Student?
I hadn’t - until meeting some final year high school
students several years ago. On each visit to East Tibet
the maturity and purposefulness of the older students
has been striking. Although they seem to have things
under control they actually have very few options
once they leave school – unless they can get a hand to
continue studying at university.
Our students typically have choices like these after
school: They can continue with their parents in
farming or herding work and live a life of hard labour
and minimal income and healthcare – in turn leading
to a similar outcome for their own children in years to
come. Or they can become a nun or monk for the rest
of their lives – a noble way certainly, but all too often
a path taken when there is no other. Another option
can be to work in, say, a restaurant as a waitress or
waiter - and eat and sleep there as well – an
existence, but not much of one. Even the opportunity
to do this would be limited.
Not all students have the academic ability to study at
tertiary level, but for those that can, to be denied that
chance is a terrible waste, especially amongst a
population that is in desperate need of role models
and leaders.

An advantage of sponsoring a late or final year high
school student that wants to continue on to tertiary
education is that they often speak and write quite
good English, making communication with a sponsor
much easier. I know from talking with them that once
they have been given the opportunity they are very
highly motivated and very much aware of the lifeline
they have been thrown, and they often mention the
goal of helping their own society.
It does cost more to sponsor a tertiary student but
arguably the benefit to the community is greater.
Tertiary students currently sponsored by NJP plan to
become teachers, government employees and doctors.
All of these roles are about helping others in their
community. Courses are typically 3 or 4 years, and
enabling a student the chance to escape adult poverty
would take about $80 a month. This isn’t the full cost
of living away from home and studying at university,
but combined with what a family can raise and
borrow enables a number of NJP students to change
their adult lives and their community in a way that
other students can’t.

Tertiary students currently sponsored through NJP.

$20 a month
DESPERATELY SEEKING SPONSORS

OLDER STUDENTS NEED HELP

These students are seeking sponsors.
Can you help?

It is not so easy for the older students to gain a sponsor, yet
they are no less in need of help.

Tell your friends, family, neighbours anyone
about your NJP sponsorship.
$20 a month seems so little, yet it can make
such a huge difference in a young life.

These young people are highly motivated to improve their lives
through an education, and they make good use of their
opportunities when they get them.
Some of them have never had a sponsor; some have had
sponsors who have dropped out, yet they continue to strive to
get a few years of education, when they can be spared from
other family responsibilites.
Why not give one of the older students a helping hand? It can
be a shorter term commitment than with the younger students.
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MAKING A CONNECTION
NJP encourages you to get to know your student, nun or monk,
and learn about their situation and their daily lives.
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Write to your student, nun or monk as soon as you can after
confirmation of your sponsorship. We suggest that you write
first to break the ice’ and introduce yourself.
Tell your new friend about yourself – about your family, where
you live, your occupation, and what is happening in your life.
They will be very interested to know who you are.
Not too much information at once though. Single page letters
are recommended. Photos are always welcome.
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It’s important when writing to Tibet to keep to personal subject
matter, avoiding any politically sensitive issues - especially
mention of His Holiness the Dalai Lama.
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More students seeking sponsorship
are waiting on the NJP website

www.njp.org.au

LETTERS TO INDIA
WRITING TO YOUR MONK OR STUDENT IN INDIA
The monks and students in India can usually find someone to translate or write for them.
So you can write to you monk or student in English.

India addresses
For pre 2011 registrations, your beneficiariary’s address should be on your registration form.
Newer sponsors of India students and monks will be provided with this information in their welcome/information pack. If you are not
sure about where to send mail to India, please contact NJP for information about addressing mail your beneficiary.

Sending Parcels to Monks & India students
It is difficult to ensure that parcels sent to India will actually reach their destination. Best result comes when you know of someone
travelling to South India, who will deliver your parcel in person.
OR you can simply add the occasional gift of a little extra money with your regular payment.
Please don’t give up if you don’t hear from your beneficiary. Letters to/from India don’t always get through.

LETTERS TO TIBET
WRITING TO YOUR NUN OR STUDENT IN TIBET
Send your letter to NJP for translation.
Remember to include a stamped self-addressed envelope. The
translated letter will be sent back to you. Then you post to Tibet
using the address label found on the website.

OR
Send your letter directly to Tibet
Send your letter in English to Ganzi. No need to wait for
translations. Many students are now learning English or have
access to someone who can read an English letter for them.

Sending Parcels to Tibet
Send as per letters. Parcels going to Tibet usually arrive safely.
You will be advised when your mail arrives in Ganzi.
What to send
Students Gifts of clothing, stationery, toys, books, Australiana
– things a child of the same age in Australia would like.
Nuns Warm clothing (maroon/brown colour), - polar fleece
blankets, jackets, socks, hats; or stationery, soaps, towels etc.

Sending mail to Tibet is much more reliable than mailing to India, but sending mail from Ganzi is difficult.
In Ganzi, the people must apply at the police station for a permit to buy a stamp, and explain why they are sending international mail.
This is very intimidating, and a little dangerous, for ordinary Tibetan villagers. We are trying to set up systems for sending bulk mail
outs from Ganzi.
So please don’t abandon your student if you don’t hear from them; it may be too difficult or even dangerous for them to write back
every time. They are receiving the benefits of your sponsorship and are most grateful for it, even if they can’t always tell you.
The most important thing with ALL CORRESPONDENCE is REMEMBER to WRITE the ID NUMBER with the address.

Address labels
The Tibet address label (left) helps your letter pass from Australia, through China to Tibet.

THREE COUNTRIES – THREE LANGUAGES
A page of labels is available on the NJP website for your convenience.
Simply print out, cut and paste onto the envelope. For larger parcels, enlarge the label first.

NJP EMAIL
WRITING TO NJP
The postal address for all correspondence eg payments, sponsorship enquiries, letters for translation, general mail is:
NYING-JEY PROJECTS
625 NORTONS ROAD
PARAPARAP VIC 3240

All payments and enquiries related to sponsorship should be marked:
Attention treasurer OR Attention secretary

Updating information
Please include NJP on your list of who to tell when you change your details, your house or your email address.
This enables NJP to keep the databases up to date, which makes life easier for our hard working treasurer.

NJP COMMITTEE VISIT TO GANZI 2011
In August, some of the committee and their sons and Geshe Sonam visited East Tibet to distribute sponsorship to the
nuns and students. They also photographed and updated the information we have about the students. And found time
for some trekking. Any committee member travel is always done at the individual’s expense.

It is exciting and really it is just the beginning
by Darren Fahroedin, Vice President
This was my third visit to this
beautiful part of the world.
The trip took on particular
significance
with
the
opportunity to travel with my
eldest son Darcy, fellow
committee members and
hiking
companions
Peter
Ryder, his son Ben, and Peter
Jost and of course Geshe
Sonam Thargye.
Like any good journey there were many aspects to this trip.
For me there is always a spiritual sense of returning to East
Tibet. Somewhere on that road trip from Chengdu, beyond
Kanding, you are amongst the big mountains, big sky, prayer
flags, stupas and monasteries and you know you have
‘arrived’.
We visited 6 nunneries, distributing the sponsorship monies
and being thoroughly spoiled by the warmth and hospitality of
the nuns as we camped in traditional Tibetan tents at
Gyawanta and Yarti nunneries.
We hiked from one nunnery to the next gradually
acclimatizing to the altitude and terrain.
Amongst a sea of smiling faces we distributed sponsorship
monies, took photos and updated our records for the
sponsored children and scholarship students. Identifying some
families and children in particularly poor circumstances
brought home the reality of what we have and how fortunate
we are (and yes for a moment, had me in tears).
What struck me quite clearly, over the course of the past 4
years now of returning to Ganzi, is a culture of learning that
has evolved. The opportunity to attend school and recognizing
the possibilities that emerge when you gain an education is
now within the experience of the town and village people of
Ganzi and East Tibet.
It is exciting and really it is just the beginning.
We now have students who have completed university level
qualifications and have since found jobs. This is a wonderful
achievement for those young Tibetans; a source of pride for
them, their families and community. It stands as an example
to the younger students coming through that they too can

achieve this. It brings practical, tangible changes that will have
a flow on effect from this time onwards.
It is no small thing to be reminded that the future of Tibetans
in this region is changing for the better thanks to your
sponsorship.
Something less tangible but equally powerful, is the hope and
belief that your sponsorship brings to the students, their
families and the nuns (and monks in India).
Knowing someone halfway around the world believes in them,
their education, their culture, and shows that in their
sponsorship, letters, or in another way, gives strength to those
individuals, families and communities. This is particularly so in
times of enormous challenge.
Having the opportunity to see that first hand; the gratitude,
the resilience and determination of the Tibetans is a blessing
for us as representatives of NJP to see.
On another level, Dr Peter Ryder and I conducted some eye
health screening at several of the nunneries to assess the
potential need and feasibility for cataract surgery to be done.
Along with significant numbers with cataracts, a high level of
previously undiagnosed short and long-sightedness requiring
spectacles was found as well as a variety of other problems.
We are now discussing simple, practical health interventions
to address identified problems. One simple example, to raise
funding in Australia to purchase spectacles for the nuns is now
on the agenda.
Possibilities for making surgical procedures available are also
underway.
As always we were welcomed and treated like family, staying
with Geshe Sonam’s family and we got to see firsthand the
hard work and dedication of the Ganzi committee.
We concluded our trip with a hike or kora around the local
sacred mountain ‘Kawa lo ri’. Three nights out hiking and
camping on the mountain, with local guide Tsega, was
physically challenging at times with the mountain pass at
4800m and incredibly rewarding.
Once again, thank you to all sponsors and we hope to make
available updated photos and information on your students a
result of our visit.
Best wishes
Dr Darren Fahroedin

Another delightful visit to Ganzi
by Peter Jost, committee member
Well what a trip it was – the best yet, on a number of
levels. When we set off we didn’t know if we would be
able to get there because of the recent unrest, but as it
turned out, our timing was perfect!
As Geshe Sonam knew we were keen on walking, this time
instead of driving to the nunneries we spent 4 days
walking between them, being received in great style each
time, with all the nuns lined up outside the entrances to
greet us, amidst clouds of juniper smoke and the sound of
Tibetan horns and clarinets. They even set up big
decorated Tibetan tents outside the nunneries for us to
sleep in, and cooked for us – it was a bit like being in a
dream, or a movie. Then each morning a ceremony was
held in the chanting hall and the nuns received their
sponsorship. The nuns are always very excited to see us,
and I’m always surprised and humbled by their
gratefulness.
So having delivered the nuns’ money, we returned to town
for the big day when all the schoolkids and their families
came to collect their 6-monthly sponsorship. As last time it
was a huge event, held in the family courtyard with the

students receiving their money, some being photographed
and filling in information sheets. Also as last time, it was a
very moving event, with the people just so grateful, and
reinforced my determination to continue to help these
students. I got to meet ‘our’ uni student ‘Julie’ again and
next day she took me out to her village 30km away. It was
a lovely experience in a particularly beautiful village with a
magnificent view. She just has her mum and they are very
close. (You can read about that here! They have a great
Aussie English teacher at uni and he publishes their stuff.)
Lastly, with ‘work’ out of the way, we headed off with one
of the brothers to trek around the snow mountain you can
see from Ganzi. The locals had formed a very low opinion
of our walking ability from the nunnery walking and they
suggested we allow 5 or 6 days – to do what they do in 2!
(Geshe Sonam told us they thought we were much better
at getting out our gear (eg raincoats), putting it on, taking
it off, and putting it away again – much better at that than
at walking!) So we did take our time and spent 4 lovely
days walking up and over a pass and then out again. It was
a great way to finish off a great trip.

Some pictures can be seen here: http://jalbum.net/en/browse/user/album/1035021/
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Would you like to share a story about your experiences as a sponsor in future editions of the Newsletter?
Tell us about your student, nun or monk and the links you have established.
Send us a few words (or a lot) and tell the NJP community all about it?
Just email your contribution to njprojects@gmail.com Subject: Newsletter article
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